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The task
Each speaker can pronounce a vowel on several pitches, yet a listener is likely to 
recognize the phoneme (e.g. /o:/ or /u:/). Astonishing auditory illusions (e.g. 

Yanny and Laurel), so called mondegreens, and experiences of persons with poor 
hearing demonstrate nevertheless that listeners perceive sounds, words and 

phrases differently. Propose a problem concerning speech perception, 
mishearing, or physical differences between sounds of spoken language.



The role of hearing in our life

g



How we hear: A little bit about ear

The ear is an amazing and 
incredibly complex organ that. The 
human ear has three parts - the 
outer, middle, and inner ear.



Binaural hearing: two ears hear better than one

Nature gave us two ears for one reason: 
binaural hearing, or hearing with both 
ears, helps us to localize sounds no 
matter where they come from. 



Interesting facts about hearing
1.The ear is an amazing and incredibly complex organ 
that performs a remarkable task of hearing.           
2.Hearing loss is not limited to older people. 

3.Earwax is really good for your hearing.                                      
4.The organ of hearing always works, even when you 
sleep.                                                                                                  
5. The organ of hearing is one of the key components 
of the body's balance system.



The illusion of hearing
One of the most popular versions is the 
one related to the sound frequency.

As a result, people who are more sensitive 
to high-frequency sounds hear "Yanny" 
and others hear "Laurel".

It is also reported that older people hear 
only one variant (usually "Yanny"), as 
hearing deteriorates over time and can 
no longer interpret sounds ambiguously.



How Sounds Affect People
The sounds or sets of sounds that trigger different reactions in 

the body are what we call  “audio triggers”. The most telling 
example is the grinding of a fork on a plate. Many people frown 
involuntarily when they hear this sound. The opposite effect is 
borne by the morning singing of birds. It often causes peace.



investigation with extraneous sound
Environmental psychologist Arline Bronzaft conducted research in a New York 
school in the 1970s. He watched the grades of students from two classes on 
opposite sides of the building - in one the children studied in silence, while the 
other was constantly heard the noise of passing trains. By the sixth grade, the 
students in the classroom near the railroad were almost a year behind the 
curriculum compared to the children in the “quiet” class. 



Different researches
A similar situation is developing in modern open spaces. 
According to a 2014 study, workers can lose up to 86 minutes a day 
due to distracting noise. But that doesn't mean silence is a one-
stop solution for increasing productivity. In another study, one 
of the groups of participants in the background of a quiet noise 
coped better with solving creative problems than the subjects in 
complete silence.



Why do we hear the world differently

There are several factors that explain 
the differences in our perception.                                                                                           
1. Personal experience             
2. Physiology and disease                                          
3. Context





How the earing works

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1PE7BMug1cJqvnQpkSvJD__H15l-qnKP3/view


http://drive.google.com/file/d/1xrK3ARomHwR0sZU3F6UxF1o_oScmrKQN/view


http://drive.google.com/file/d/1vhIWP4UHbLiG20d4Ky1c9ETu345ohuI0/view


http://drive.google.com/file/d/1gFARXzMXJgVUkyTPQy-7E3IhPq0mqzeV/view


Thank you for your attention!  

“everyone hears only, what he understands”-Johann Wolfgang von Goethe


